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Integral Photography

By the French Correspondent of the Scientific American

PROF. LIPPMANN of Paris is working on a veryremarkable new photographic method which he
,has termed "integral photography." The nature .of
this is best explained by refenmce to the accompany-

ing diagram. It should .be remarked in the first place
that the process is designed to work without ,a camera.

T,he sensitized plate is coated with a large number
of very small globules of glass or 'Ot.her transparent

materiaL. In use each of these acts as a miniature

eye, with a sensitive plate for its retina. The glob-

ules are very small, less ,than one-hundredth of an

inc.h in diameter. In .front each has a little blob which
acts as the lens of the miniature eye. Suppose an

obje.ct to be situated at iW M', as indicated in the
diagram. Consider any globule. Rays from th8
points JJ1 M' wil pass through the minute lens, and
an image wil be formed at the back of the globule
upon the sensitized plate at M M'. Thus each globuie
wil contain a minute pictur.e of the objects placed
in front of the plate. This ,picture is brought out

by developing the plate and fixing it in the usual

way. This of course yields :a negative, which must
be reversed ,by the use of a suitable reversing bath.
The result is a transparency, i'n whi'Ch all the minute
Jictures in the individual globules are combined into

one image of the üriginal object. To view it, a good
light is placed behind the plate, so .as to send light
through all the globules. Suppose the eye viewing

the transparency to be pla,ced at 0, the point which

'when the picture was taken, lay on a line joining
one globule with the point M of the object. Th.~

process which now occurs wil be the opposite of
what happened when the picture was taken. In other
words. the eye wil receive from the glObule a view

of the image 1Ji of the point M. Other globules wil
send images of the point M', ebc., at the same time, so
that the eye wil see the different porLons of the
image coming from all the different globules. In this
way a complete image of the object originally pre-
sented to the plate is seen. If the eye is placed at

some ot,her point 0', or if 0' represents the position
of the other eye, the object wil also be seen, but th8

light received at the eye wil ,come from so:iewhat

different portions of the globules, and the appearance
presented wil differ accordingly from that seen at O.
The difference is of precisely the sæme kind as that
which distinguished the appearance of .the s:ime ob-
ject when seen from two different points. In other
words, when passing from 0 to 0" the observer wil
receive the same impression, in looking at the trans-
p,arency, that .he would if he were to move in this
way while looking at the original object. For ex'
ample, in one posi,tion a certain object might bi)
hidden behind a tree, in the second position this
objed might become visible. Again, if 0 and 0'
should represent the positions of the two eyes. each

wil receive a slightly different impression, with the

result th:Ü a stereoscopic effect is secured. This is

explained by the fact that certain portions of th3
hmdscape appear in 'Certain of the globules, but not
in others. The image which ,the eye sees is made up

of points coming :from different globules, and as .the
eye moves, and different parts of each globule ar8
viewed, the contribution which each sends to the eye'
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is changed in accordance with the direction in whicii
the eye is looking at the globule.

After working out this remarkable principle, Pro.f
Lippmann presented it before the French Academy
of S'Cences and other scientific societies, where it
awakened great interest. The realization of the pro-
cess presents considerable technical diff'culties. Owini;

to their small size, it was out of the question to

shape each one of .the globules separately. .Prof.
Lippmann tried using minute glass beads, such as

are found in .commer,ce and used for covering orna-

mental surfaces, such as picture post cards. He
'found, however, that these 'were too irregular in

shape and size. Another idea which suggested itself
was to stamp out a ,transparent sheet of collodion
and gelatine, giving the surface the requisite shape.

But the dIes required were found to be too diffcult
to make in the laboratory, so that Prof. Lippmann

has been forced ,to abandon his' attempts in this di-
rection for the time being. The fact is that th~
working out of a process of this kind is a technical
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on the plate, the portions of the plate iluminated

by the several lenses being kept separate by ':111 ar-
,rangement of black cardboard cells or part.itions.
One of our views represents the front of the camera
with a set of twelve lenses, while the rear view shows
the cells in the .plate-holder. This latter carries a

lar'ge plate of such size as to receive all the twelve
'pidures, and is placed in the camera as usuaL. Thè
plate-holder, however, is made with a slide in the

back a.s well as in the front, for a purpose which wil
appear presently. After the picture is taken, the
negative ,is developed as usual, and is reversed either
by means of a reversing bath, .or by copying it, so
that a transparent positive is obtained. The twelve
pictures are not quite alike, for each lens forms I!s
image from a .somew.hat different point of view. The
transpanmcy is put hack in the holder, both slides of
which are now opened, while lighi is sent through
,from behind. The übserver looks in thro,ugh the
lenses with both eyes, when he sees a single view
in relief of the object photogl"phed. On moving th2
head from side to side, or up and down, the same
effect is observed as would be under similar circum-
tances when looking at the real object, that is to say,
objects which cover one another when looked at from
one point, are seen to separ,ate when viewed from
another. Even with this simple apparatus the effect
is very pleasing.

Proposed Aeronautic Map

A T a recent meeting of the Academie des S.ciences,M. Lallemand, .chief of the French Government

Survey Department, presented the project which ths
Aeronautic Commission intends to ,carry out estab-
lishing an aeronautic map. The proposed map is of
1:200,000 size, and is drawn up after a prov~sory

model made by the Aero 'Cub. Each plate, of the
aeronautic map will be a sheet taking in one degree

in latitude and longitude and there wiU be twenty-

four such sheets included in one sheet of the world's
map. This latter .sheet occupies 6 degrees longitude
by 4 degrees latitude. The longitude wil be counted

from 0 degrees to 360 degrees toward t.he east starting
from the meridian lying exact:y 'Opposite to Green-

wich, and the latitudes, or rather the distances from

the South Pole, wil be numbered from 0 to 180 de-

grees toward the north. Each sheet w.iU carry a num-

ber which designates it. On the other hand, on the

ground or the roof of abuilding wil be traced a large
s::uare, and the pOSition of that particular locality on

the map is shown by a large circle or disk To th2
:eft will be placed ,a ,large number showing the units
of the latitude and to the right the figure for the
longitude, but using ünly the unit figures in each
case, as an error of 10 degrees, or from 400 to 700

miles, could ,hardly be mæd'eby a pilot as to his
;position, so that such figures wil be enough to guide
him. Thus he finds what leaf of the map he is to
use for this locality. In 'Order to make a tria.! of
the new ,plan, it w.as decided that three specimen

sheets of the map should be made by the Aero Club,
and these wil be put in the hands of the army p¡'ots

during the next annua,l maneuvers.
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Prof. Lil)!HmliU'S camera, showing the
11'nt with its twelve lenses.

View in Prof. Lippmann's laboratory. A twelve-fold image formed by
as many lenses.

The rear of the camei-, show ing the

cells and plate-holder.
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Diagram to ilustrate the principle of Lippmann's
integral photography.

rather than a scientific problem. There is a good
field here for inventors to exercise their ingenuity,

for.if a Lippman;1 photographic plate .could be made

it would be of great value, inasmuch as in order to
take a photogra..h the plate is simply exposed to

a landsçape or other object, withou~ any camera at
all, and the picture obtained possesses the remarlm-

ble properties explaine.d above.

In the meantime ,Prof. Lippmann has been makiii~
some interesting experiments with an apparatus
which is intended to show some practical results of
the principle expounded, and without use of such min-
ute globules he .has succeeded iii .producing some

very striking effects. A number of ordinary lenses

(even spectac'le lenses may be used) are cut int.o
squaTe shape, so that they can be fitted together inw

a continuous surface. A number of such lenses ar.')
put in the front wall of a camera, as shown in our

ilustratien. The more lenses are used, the better
is the result obtained, but twelve is found to be a
suffc'¡ent number. These lenses e.orrespond to the
globules spo,ken of above, each image being formecl

on a separate portion of the photographic plate :it
the ,back of the 'camera. Each lens makes a picture
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